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Abstract

Traditional definitions of materiality value physical matter as an essential quality. Because digital images are less physically permanent objects, they are less likely to be classed as “material” in the same way. Yet as contemporary makers increasingly turn to digital content as the source of inspiration or imagery for their works, it is now often possible to experience digital content away from a screen—when translated to a new, more traditionally “material” medium. Artists Erin M. Riley and Phillip David Stearns approach their translations of digital images to fiber quite differently, but their resulting tapestries can be seen as preserving the social interactions that distinguish their original digital context. Paul M. Leonardi defines materiality as the interaction between people and things, and this article uses his approach to consider Riley’s and Stearns’ translated tapestries as both valuations of physical materiality and of the interaction-based social materiality of their original digital context. While digital images and tapestry may in some ways seem to oppose one another, the interconnections between photography, digital images, and tapestry demonstrate the similar histories of these media that explain the material richness to be gained when working across them. These new formations between digital art and craft reveal the ways in which new and old media...
borrow from each other’s histories and material associations, and how the material shift in the works of Riley and Stearns proves essential to our recognition of these works as art objects.
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Whatever it grants to vision and whatever its manner, a photograph is always invisible: It is not it that we see.

Roland Barthes, *Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography*

Roland Barthes emphasizes in *Camera Lucida* the unique ability of the photograph to appear as a “real” representation that provides the viewer with an immediate encounter with the content of an image.¹ For Barthes, the medium of the photographic object is at first so negligible that the viewer can completely enter its space and directly experience its contents. Recent scholarship regarding the photograph as an actual physical object has complicated this denial of photographic materiality, and it has increasingly addressed its tangible qualities.² Yet, Barthes’ observations on the apparent invisibility of the photograph’s materiality in many ways apply anew to how the digital photograph is commonly experienced. Indeed, disappearance is the ultimate goal of the graphic interface on which digital images are displayed: an ideal interface is one in which the user is “no longer aware of confronting a medium, but instead stands in an immediate relationship to the contents of that medium.”³ How this debate might help us appreciate the complexity of new formations between the digital realm and craft—its presumed opposite associated with the material, analog realm—is the subject of this analysis. Specifically, I will discuss the work of Erin M. Riley (b. 1985) and Phillip David Stearns (b. 1982), both of whom translate digital imagery into woven tapestries and address the concept of the photographic interface.

While the photograph functioned as the interface between the viewer and content for Barthes, in the case of new media, immediacy is reinforced by the lack of a permanent material object. In order to achieve the same immediacy, new media strives to appear immaterial,⁴ and this appearance fosters a false dichotomy that divides digital ephemera from more permanent material objects. Some scholars have complicated this binary by choosing a more inclusive definition of materiality that considers qualities other than tangible matter as material. For instance, Paul M. Leonardi argues for “alternative, relational” definitions of materiality that focus less on the thing itself but on the space of interaction between people and things: “especially in the case of digital artefacts, what may matter most about ‘materiality’ is that artefacts and their consequences are created and shaped through interaction.”⁵ We can therefore approach digital photographs in much the same way we would photographic prints, as objects whose meaning derives from relationships between content, context, and the interactions that shaped their creation and consumption.⁶ Yet the experience of viewing a digital image always requires a screen as intermediary and necessitates distance—we can touch
a screen, but we can’t touch data.\textsuperscript{7} In the work of Riley and Stearns, however, their translations of digital imagery give new physical, material form to this less-permanent data. Their weavings help us to recognize the digital source images as complex, valuable, and, in fact, material in their original screen context.

The translation of objects from one medium to another always has material consequences. Removing a digital image from its original social context and placing it in a new context likewise creates gains and losses. When artists translate digital images to other media, they disrupt the viewer’s typical experience of that image: rather than the immediacy of looking through the interface to see only an object’s contents, the translated image first confronts the viewer with its media and material (in the sense of physical matter), a phenomenon Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin refer to as \textit{hypermediacy}.\textsuperscript{8} For these authors, all hypermediated forms—which range from perspective paintings to multimedia theme parks—make us primarily aware of their media rather than their content, and by failing to achieve immediacy, they further reinforce our desire for it.\textsuperscript{9} In a photomontage, for example, “the artist [defines] a space through the disposition and interplay of forms that have been detached from their original context and then recombined.”\textsuperscript{10} Rather than looking “through” the photomontage towards a supposed point of contact between the artist and what is depicted, the viewer looks “at” the rearranged surface and recognizes that the photographs are no longer in their original context, reinforcing the perception of the photograph as a material rather than transparent medium and leading the viewer to imagine the original context for the image. This suggests that the hypermediated form of a digital image translated to a new medium may in some way refer back to the immediacy of its original context on a screen, an essential quality of a digital artefact. How then does this reference occur in Riley’s and Stearns’ translated tapestries?

Riley sources much of the material for her tapestries through Internet searches, and my analysis will largely focus on a series of tapestries that feature intimate “selfies” of women (Figure 1). By contrast, Stearns manipulates both the hardware and software of digital imaging, disrupting the algorithmically perfect photographic image that appears on a computer screen to create the patterns for what he calls “glitch” textiles (Figure 2). Translating a digital image, whose materiality is perhaps not widely acknowledged or understood, to the traditional craft medium of fiber is both a physical and cultural process. These photographic textiles are not only positive assertions of the value of materiality as matter, but also physical objects that reinforce the interaction-based concept of materiality essential to their digital referents. Because both artists choose source images that take for their subject a process of digital image production rather than a product, these woven translations reference the digital world they come from. Process as subject is a familiar discourse within anti-representational traditions of modern art and especially modern and contemporary craft, but this particular depiction of a digital and technological process creates interesting results when translated. In these examples,
digital images, photography, and tapestry borrow from each other’s histories and representations: this interconnectedness both asserts the materiality of the digital image and allows these translated tapestries to enter art worlds from which they would otherwise be excluded.

Interconnections Between Photography, Digital Images, and Tapestry

Just as Leonardi’s operational definition of materiality insists on interactions between individuals and artefacts, no medium works in cultural isolation: “media are continually commenting on, reproducing, and replacing each other;” he argues.11 This borrowing has historical precedents, and Riley and Stearns are certainly not the first artists to create weavings based on photographic images or technologies. French photographer Brassaï, for example, created a cartoon in 1968 based on a collage of twenty-three of his graffiti photographs for the tapestry La Harpie.12 Similarly, Jan Yoo’s shot his own photographs and personally created the
but the realized tapestries do not call deliberate attention to their photographic origins. The photographic process disappears

cartoons from them for his studio’s weavings. In these examples, artists use the photograph as a reference tool to create woven content,

choices, from the framing of the image to its development in the dark room. As physical objects, all photographs to some extent refer to their processes of production, but what is less stable is the photograph’s claim to authenticity or documentary truth. These claims have long been a matter of dispute by scholars and photographers who view photographs as either evidentiary documentary objects that show the world as it is or as an artistic manipulation that represents a particular vision rather than a universal one. However, if photographic objects historically grapple with issues of authenticity and artifice, digital photographs are far more likely to be classed as deliberate fictions. As Geoffrey Batchen has argued, while “photography still claims some sort of objectivity, digital imaging is an overtly fictional process…[that] abandons even the rhetoric of truth that has been such an important part of photography’s cultural success.” According to him, the photographic object, whether truthfully or not, at least suggests a physical encounter between the medium and what it represents. As digital images are the product of computers rather than traditional cameras, the important photochemical evidence that matters to Batchen ceases to exist in the less-physical digital medium. Regardless of such efforts to make distinctions between the two practices, digital and traditional photography are still inextricably linked: the computer in the digital camera is likewise an apparatus that records light and allows for artistic manipulation and invention. Returning to the shared history of the textile and the photograph, if the computer is the essential
mechanism for the creation of digital images, then the Jacquard loom punch-card system that mechanized and revolutionized the production of textiles (and was the basis of early computer programming) can be viewed as its equivalent.\textsuperscript{20} With the Jacquard loom, textiles also demonstrate automatic production, and Riley’s and Stearns’ photographic translations of digital images into textiles perhaps represent a new twist on the modernist mandate for “truth to materials,” which privileged an organic relationship between object and material, as the translations recall the history of mechanical manufacture.\textsuperscript{21} Both textiles and photographs therefore share complicated histories as mechanized fabrications and as hand-made art objects.

Textiles and photographs differ significantly in the time required for their production: tapestries are the result of slow, repetitive work, but photography has been considered an instantaneous process since the early twentieth century.\textsuperscript{22} The static and instant nature of photographic images has traditionally been interpreted as a metaphor for the passing of time, as in Susan Sontag’s formulation that “to take a photograph is to participate in another person’s (or thing’s) mortality, vulnerability, mutability. Precisely by slicing out this moment and freezing it, all photographs testify to time’s relentless melt.”\textsuperscript{23} Photographs are therefore in time and also of time. Although digital photography has extended our ability to immediately capture images, for Geoffrey Batchen, this joint status is the unique condition of the photographic object and does not apply to digital images. Instead, digital images are “representations of what is already perceived to be a series of representations. This is why digital images remain untroubled by the future anterior; the ‘this has been’ and ‘this will be’ that so animates the photograph.”\textsuperscript{24}

If we follow Batchen’s argument that a digital image occurs in time but does not represent its passing, the choice to translate the digital image to a traditional craft medium suggests a strong desire to anchor these images in the past. As Glenn Adamson has argued, craft has always faced the problem of “imminent disappearance,” and the solution implemented by craft revivalists has always been to return to the past.\textsuperscript{25} New media, precisely in the way it erases its materiality with the relentless pace of new technological advancement, guarantees its disappearance. The tapestry that translates a digital image is thus in, of, and about time: the instantaneity of the digital image, the placement of that image in the past, the consumption of time required to produce the textile, and the historic timelessness of the medium itself. The translated tapestries are therefore a new social form brought about through remembering the very recent past.\textsuperscript{26} Remembering is an essential aspect of interacting with these translated tapestries. As the imagery of these textiles refers to digital artefacts, remembering becomes a feature of the materiality (based on interaction) of the digital image as well, further reinforcing the connection between the digital image and the passing of time it now represents. To better understand how translated tapestries assert and complicate our understanding of digital materiality, I will turn to case studies of works by Erin M. Riley and Phillip David Stearns.
Riley’s digital source images exemplify Debord’s theory of the spectacle, but they also address the series of steps that create the conditions of spectacle. Riley is drawn to source images that include women holding cell phones and cameras (Figure 3). This iconography when woven provides evidence of the tapestry’s digital origins and reinforces the materiality of the digital artefact as an interaction between person and thing—the cell phone represents both the means of the image’s documentation and its circulation. While most images that Riley finds include similarly streamlined modern cell phones, she expresses interest in finding examples that feature older technologies—actual cameras or older-generation “flip phones”—to present greater variety. These outdated technological objects signal an earlier stage in the development of the selfie as spectacle, a moment that occurred before an enormous increase in cell phone users, selfie participants, and selfie images.

In the instances where cameras are not depicted, digital photos can still be recognized as the source material for Riley’s tapestries, particularly when the woven works are seen in a series and directed toward an audience that participates in selfie exchange. Even to an audience of non-participants, the use of mirrors, shallow depth of field, and the cropping of body parts in these tapestries all refer to their photographic production (Figure 4). In instances in which she turns to herself as subject, Riley is careful to weave only those images of her body that she has shared with past romantic partners, viewing the shared status of these images as a badge of their authenticity to the digital environment (Figure 5). This aspect of choosing images...
By calling attention to the social and technological processes of the production of these digital images, Riley’s tapestries can be interpreted as preserving the legibility of the digital–social relation and therefore this aspect of digital materiality. Margaret Olin describes the interactivity taking place in such exchanges of digital self-images:

When the teenager holds a cell phone at arm’s length to capture herself on its screen and message[s] the image to her boyfriend, she is not first and foremost making a representation, but rather enacting an accepted genre of courtship behavior, teleporting herself as a gift to her boyfriend.35

Fig 3 Erin M. Riley, Nudes 17, 2014. 48” × 45”, wool, cotton. Image courtesy of the artist.
the image is more likely to be deleted or put aside until the next one is shared.36 Rather than merely echo Sontag’s claim that “to photograph is to violate,” the violation in these particular digital images is also exacerbated through their circulation, during the process that transforms the digital image from photograph to spectacle.37 Riley reports that she “treasures” the women she depicts, and in the time spent weaving their images seeks to give them the attention and connection she feels they were seeking.38 Valuing physical materiality is likewise about creating stability for the images and thus humanity for their makers. We can read the hours associated with the production of Riley’s tapestries as a means of healing the trauma of the spectacle and the translated tapestries as a therapeutic response to the vulnerability and violence associated with this type of spectacular digital image circulation. Adamson puts it succinctly when he asserts that trauma and craft revival “are reactions to a kind of rupture, or tear, within a fabric; and both operate by reframing the past.”39 Like the metaphor of the tear within the fabric, the repetitive, cumulative techniques of weaving contribute to its therapeutic value.

Riley’s tapestries have always addressed photography, and her first weavings translated photographs of her childhood (Figure 6). Her decision to focus on depictions of a family from whom she had
always felt isolated reflected her desire to better understand how the family dynamics of her past caused trauma in the present. Both of her sisters suffered from addiction when Riley first encountered looms, and weaving photographs functioned as a personal form of therapy. Part of that therapeutic association may derive from the body’s physiological response to weaving on a loom: motion involves the whole body in a process that is repetitive, immersive, time-consuming, and logical. Riley describes her work as “an escape … it’s like my addiction, it’s … what keeps me safe … Rather than spinning out of control or even giving myself the option to … I just weave.” As Riley has moved from personal to public images as the sources of her content, I believe that her therapeutic healing project is likewise a collective one. In translating these digital images to tapestry, Riley draws attention to their original digital contexts and the complex ways that people typically interact with such images. While preserving this digital materiality, the medium of tapestry provokes a new type of interaction that requires Riley’s audience to both remember the recent past and to consider the reception of these images as a spectacle that has occurred in time and as an event that will continue to occur.

Case Study: Phillip David Stearns

While the figural source images for Riley’s tapestries clearly make connections to a recent photographic genre, Stearns’ source images demonstrate a greater departure from traditional photography and an
embracing digital visualizations for which "there is potentially no direct referent in an outside world." Stearns takes as his subject the photographic "glitch." While glitch art has phonographic rather than photographic beginnings, connections between these recording technologies help to explain why

Fig 6 Erin M. Riley, You Had a Happy Childhood, tapestry, 2007. 48" × 60". Image courtesy of the artist.
of vision and sound away from the body and to a new medium, and each has struggled with concepts of documentary truth and fidelity connected to this formation. Experiments in glitch sound led artists to work in glitch visualization, and glitch artists often work across these media to create new glitches, forcing an audio file to appear as an image, and vice versa.43

At its base, a glitch is a symbol of technological malfunction: when the glitch emerged in 1990s computer-composed music, composers implemented audio glitches by physically damaging CDs, overloading processors, reducing bit rates, and forcing non-audio files such as text documents and images to run in audio programs.44 Composers would then arrange these and other similar sounds into compositions, producing a genre of music that aestheticizes error. Glitch music is therefore the sound of the machinery of sound-making rather than the recording of sound. When audio technology fails to deliver a seamless playback, we see the process that leads to the malfunction rather than the functioning recording.45 This awareness of process in Stearns’ work is essential to preserving the digital materiality of his source images when he translates them to textiles.47 By using mechanized looms and weaving processes, Stearns further ensures that his glitch textiles preserve the digital and mechanical context of their source images.

Martin Heidegger’s theory of technology asserts that a functioning tool, like an ideal interface, is essentially invisible. A broken tool, however, renders technology unfamiliar and forces greater awareness of its construction and design. By addressing process rather than content, a glitch reveals technology’s techné—its “material, structural, and ideological foundations.”46 Heidegger’s techné directs us to the physical materiality of hardware rather than to the interaction between person and object that characterizes Leonardi’s concept of digital materiality. However, the intention of Stearns and other glitch artists to deliberately manipulate technological function signals a very specific interaction between individual and object to reveal the materiality of the machine. Producing a glitch event necessitates such interaction, and that action establishes the digital artefact’s materiality. Although the production processes behind Riley’s and Stearns’ digital source images are quite different, the works of both artists similarly assert digital materiality by addressing these methods of construction. Stearns’ glitch images first and foremost show the materials of digital image-making: we see pixels that create patterns, rather than an image made up of pixels. For Stearns, “an image on the screen isn’t really compelling unless it’s addressing the screen,” and this self-consciousness of Stearns’ digital images is essential to preserving their digital materiality when he translates them to textiles.47 By using mechanized looms and weaving processes, Stearns further ensures that his glitch textiles preserve the digital and mechanical context of their source images.

Stearns has implemented a wide range of hardware- and software-based approaches to creating glitch images. He began circuit bending in 2008, a process he defines as that “creative act where you take a simple electronic device and short circuit it.”48 His early experiments in destroying and rewiring digital cameras to make glitch images left him unsatisfied: bending the circuits of cameras created compelling glitch images, but the translation
of the glitch events to the pixels of a screen demonstrated too much loss of detail and unintentional modification of the image by the screen. To avoid these problems, Stearns began printing his images directly from the camera’s broken circuits, but he believed these prints too closely imitated the format of traditional photographs, an association Stearns had no intention of making: “In taking apart the cameras, I began to understand that digital cameras … are just computers that are creating images based on sensor data, but they bear little resemblance to actual photography as … a tradition involving photochemical processes.” Batchen’s earlier analysis therefore serves as a successful explanation of the distinction between photochemical and digital photography on account of their differing materiality. Stearns turned instead to textiles, first producing woven blankets (Figure 7) from certain of his glitch images through online vendors and eventually creating Kickstarter projects that allowed him to use the Audax Textielmuseum’s Textiellab in the Netherlands to produce large tapestries whose material woven structure he found better matched the structure of a digital image—as Stearns directly maps binary data to an image and the image to the woven pattern, the final weaving is still legible as code.

Although Stearns tends to describe his work as having moved away from a traditional photographic convention, he considers the tapestry triptych 

Fragmented Memory (Figure 8 and 9) and the five panels of Vestigial Data (Figure 10) to be forms of contemporary portrait photography. In order to create these series, Stearns first extracted a reading of his computer’s physical memory at a particular moment in time. Using custom software to convert that data to an image and then mapping the sixty-four image colors to a yarn palette for weaving, the resulting tapestries were fabricated on a computerized industrial Jacquard loom. Returning to Batchen’s argument that the passing of time is what animates photographic objects, for Stearns these tapestries represent not only an instant in time, but also a pattern of individual behavior on computer memory over time:

> every action that you perform [on a computer] shifts the contents of memory, and … your activities are unique to you. Maybe not all of your applications are, but how you use them, when you use them, what you do with them … that information is dynamic. It shifts day to day.

Stearns’ approach to self-portrait photography therefore emulates a “visual inscription of the passing of time,” an essential photographic impulse. This contemporary approach to self-portraiture in some ways approximates nineteenth-century spirit photography: both methods strive to create a visual articulation for a phenomenon or entity without physical material form in order to generate truth claims about that which we cannot see. Although photographic objects are most obviously read as works on paper, choosing tapestry as medium strengthens the perception of 

Fragmented Memory and Vestigial Data as depictions of time. Because the panels clearly translate digital content,
translations thus influence how we understand both the digital image and the tapestry as photographic objects.

this aspect of time’s passing translates to how we understand the materiality of the original digital images. These woven

tions allow artistic associations to move in the opposite direction: if we understand his tapestries to be art objects, we are then more inclined to consider the artistic value of the digital image in its original context on a screen. Riley and Stearns transform the value of these digital objects through their individual creative processes and the functioning conditions or rules of value in art worlds.58

For Riley, the translation of her subject’s medium is an essential aspect of its ability to be understood as art: “for me, maybe what makes them art is that I’ve woven them.”59 Riley’s process begins by narrowing the digital images she selects from to those she considers non-art digital photography.

Translation as Art Making
As we’ve seen, both Riley and Stearns use translation to create physical textiles from immaterial digital sources. While this process of translation complicates and enriches the materiality of these textile objects and their digital referents, translation also influences how we understand both the woven tapestries and their digital referents as art or non-art. Riley considers the digital images she works from to be non-art objects, even in cases when she is both subject and photographer of a digital image that she weaves (Figure 11).57 Stearns’ work does not present such a strict dichotomy. He controls all aspects of image production, and each step is an artistic choice. Stearns’ translations allow artistic associations to move in the opposite direction: if we understand his tapestries to be art objects, we are then more inclined to consider the artistic value of the digital image in its original context on a screen. Riley and Stearns transform the value of these digital objects through their individual creative processes and the functioning conditions or rules of value in art worlds.58

Fig 8 Phillip David Stearns, Fragmented Memory, May 2013. Digitally designed and woven cotton textile, 160 cm × 205 cm. Image courtesy of the artist.
female subjects of Riley's tapestries pay great attention to the display of their bodies, Riley believes that these images lack artistic intention. Digital photographs within this genre could certainly be art objects, and the female nude has obviously been an icon of art history for centuries, but salient to Riley's

Weaving a photograph that she already views as art in its own right resembles theft: “It feels more like stealing when you’re using a photo that’s been composed and … lit and … thought about in a way, and chosen, because I feel like in a lot of ways part of that is my process.” Although the

Fig 9 Phillip David Stearns, Detail, Fragmented Memory, May 2013. Digitally designed and woven cotton textile, 160 cm × 205 cm. Image courtesy of the artist.

Fig 10 Phillip David Stearns, Vestigial Data, 2015. Digitally designed and woven cotton textile, 5 panels each 165 cm × 205 cm. Image courtesy of the artist.
to operate alone, her work depends on a “network of cooperating people” that helps to define the tapestry’s function as art and supply the images that spark its creation. The handwork and labor of Riley’s tapestries oppose the documentary speed of her original source images, but to label her tapestries as art based merely on these criteria reduces the complexity of translation to the classic modernist belief that intentional intervention creates an artistic truth that supersedes documentary truth. Equally compelling is the way in which these digital images, once removed from the immediacy of their original context, lose their intended social function. The intangible spectacular body is now a much less seamless substitute for a physical body.
although a significantly more physical, new tactile object. Translation moves these digital images from a private, distant social interaction to a public, in-person interaction, and that interaction in tandem with Riley’s process and artistic choices help to define her work as art.

While the physical presence of Riley’s hand in her work may help to justify its label as art, Stearns’ dependence on the computer as a tool of production makes his case towards artistic claims inevitably more difficult. The computer has absorbed and renewed many of the debates that surrounded photography when it emerged as a medium, when audiences critical of photographs believed all the work of image making to have been completed by the camera alone. Stearns is similarly frustrated by the tendency of a contemporary audience to assume that the creation of his work is so automatic that his individual creative judgments play no role:

Ultimately I had to make some choices. Not just in what you’re seeing but how I got there ... the machine, it’s people. People made the machine. People made it with very specific constraints. And those constraints [reflect] the society in which it came about.  

Stearns’ artistic choices determine not only his method of producing a glitch image—which take on seemingly infinite forms of production processes as he constantly experiments with various hardware and software—but also the simple act of his choosing one image of the more than 65,000 possible outcomes he can rapidly generate or the assigning of such outcomes to a color palette for weaving.  

Translation is perhaps a curious metaphor for glitch, a process that is meant to introduce error rather than produce a faithful rendering of one form into another, but Stearns’ direct glitch translations help to elevate the perception of both his woven works and his digital images as art. Stearns does not point to a specific stage in his process as essential to making his textiles art objects. Unlike Riley, who moves non-art images into an art context, Stearns’ glitch images are art objects from the moment he makes his first decisions about how to form them. In glitch art across media, the conceptual aspect is an important and strong constant: most glitch artists are not satisfied with random unmediated glitch, but try instead to synthesize the sounds; to actually construct music out of the clicks, squeaks and fragments. They are often preoccupied with media critique and aesthetic qualities as part of the same creative process.

Stearns relies on this art world network, one made up of fellow glitch artists and appreciators that see glitch as a desirable product rather than a representation of what is wrong in music or visual arts. The medium of tapestry in Stearns’ work is important precisely because of the way his weaving process on a mechanical loom mimics the process of his digital image creation. Stearns creates both his glitch textiles and his glitch images through interacting with a mechanical mediator: If the medium of fiber allows the tapestry to be
understood as an art object, Stearns’ work reinforces the validity of the artistic status of his digital work as well. While digital images still struggle to be unanimously understood as material art objects, Stearns’ translations certainly assert a valuation of both digital materiality and digital art.

**Conclusion**
Both Stearns and Riley defamiliarize digital images by translating them to woven tapestries, permitting viewers to contemplate their source images in a more traditionally material state rather than in their original context on a screen. Although each artist uses different criteria to create and select these digital images, the tapestries clearly reference digital processes of production. Riley’s work highlights practices of digital image making and circulation, emphasizing a social interaction of spectacle that occurs online and at a distance. Stearns’ glitch textiles point to a moment of interaction between artist and machine, to a deliberate disruption of technology by an individual in order to expose a visualization of mechanical materiality. Translating the less physically material digital image to the medium of fiber suggests a valuation of materiality, but analysis of the interconnections between photography, digital images, and tapestry demonstrates that this translation is more complex than simply moving an image from an immaterial to a material state.

The physical materiality of a translated tapestry asserts the value of digital materiality as an interaction between person and thing. These translated tapestries question the relationships between the materiality of media, the selves we encounter through digital images, the selves we construct through digital images, and how transformations of digital photographic forms enter art worlds. In these case studies, new media continues a historic process of borrowing from older media, as in the way tapestry signals a desire to understand digital images as representations of time. Certainly, these examples cannot speak for all genres of digital images or all examples that translate digital images to other contexts. However, the attention of these artists to the processes of digital image production suggests a need to revalue how we understand the materiality of new media. Although both Riley and Stearns choose looms for different reasons and ultimately achieve different results, their translations reassess the qualities that distinguish materiality, photographic objects, art, and craft.
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7 Leonardi, “Digital Materiality?”.
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13 The Metropolitan Museum of Art provides the following explanation of a “rayograph”: “Man Ray made his ‘rayographs’ without a camera by placing objects—such as the thumbtacks, coil of wire, and other circular forms used here—directly on a sheet of photosensitized paper and exposing it to light.” “Rayograph,” The Collection Online: The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Available at www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-online/search/265487 (accessed February 23, 2016). Sotheby’s listed several such cartoons by Man Ray in an October 2009 auction, clarifying that Man Ray created the original illustration for the cartoon in the 1920s but did not create its enlargement until 1938. Steven Manford, “Man Ray: Enlargement of ‘Projet Pour Une Tapisserie,’” Sotheby’s (October 9, 2009). Available at www.sothebys.com/fr/auctions/ecatalogue/2009/photographs-n08575/lot.124.html (accessed February 23, 2016).


16 This division is apparent from the moment of photography’s development in the mid-nineteenth century. William Henry Fox Talbot, inventor of the calotype photographic process, called the photograph the “pencil of nature” and completely removed humans (and especially artists) from its process, explaining that the photographic plates in his publication: “have been obtained by the mere action of Light upon sensitive paper. They have been formed or depicted by optical and chemical means alone, and without the aid anyone acquainted with the art of drawing. It is needless, therefore, to say that they differ in all respects, and as widely as possible, in their origin, from plates of the ordinary kind, which owe their existence to the united skill of the Artist and the Engraver.” William Henry Fox Talbot, The Pencil of Nature [1844] (London: Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans, 2011), p. 1. However, artists in the 1840s were already using photography as an art-making tool, painting portraits from photographs whose sitters they posed. As the photographer’s role in creating the photographic image expands, the photograph is seen less as a vision of the world as it appears to the human eye and more as an artistic vision. See
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